The 3rd edition of the Annual Dental Review will be held at the beautiful Embassy Suites Resort at Kingston Plantation and should prove to be a GREAT UPDATE FOR THE GENERAL DENTISTRY. This year’s program will feature MANY NEW TOPICS of interest to the GP. The program will be highlighted by an excellent line-up of speakers including Dr. Dennis Fasbinder, a noted expert in CAD/CAM and digital dentistry, as our featured speaker, as well as our guest speakers, Dr. Gavin Heymann, along with outstanding faculty from UNC.

Day 1 will be highlighted by Dr. Fasbinder with an insightful look into the broadening field of digital dentistry and what new and exciting technologies mean for the contemporary practice of today. Dr. Fasbinder is currently the Director of the Computerized Dentistry Program and a Clinical Professor in the Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, University of Michigan, School of Dentistry. Dr. Fasbinder directs the Computerized Dentistry Unit at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry that is dedicated to research and education on CAD/CAM dental systems.

The CompDent Unit has been a leader in education and research with computational systems and has a wide array of marketed systems available for hands-on, patient-care experience as a part of the educational program. Dr. Fasbinder has been engaged in laboratory and clinical research with CAD/CAM systems since 1993. His research interests and endeavors have been in the areas of applied laboratory and clinical evaluation, and development of esthetic materials and techniques for CAD/CAM dental technology. He has presented many programs on Digital Dentistry and technology at numerous meetings and courses in North America and around the world.

Also a returning speaker on Day 1 is Dr. Gavin Heymann, Orthodontist, and Clinical assistant Professor in the Department of Orthodontics of the UNC School of Dentistry. Dr. Heymann will review the many new treatments and technologies in the area of orthodontics that will be of interest to the General Dentist.

Day 2 will begin with a superb presentation by Dr. Taiseer Sulaiman, (PhD in Biomaterials), who will review the many new ceramic systems available today. Dr. Sulaiman will compare and contrast these systems based on the latest scientific information and the various aesthetic attributes that each of these systems exhibit. Additionally on Day 2, Dr. Terry Donovan will chronicle the various cementing systems that are available today and identify the clinical considerations for each type of cement. Day 2 will end with an insightful 25 year retrospective view of vital bleaching by Dr. Harald Heymann, who will also highlight what we currently know about tooth whitening systems.

Day 3 will kick off with a continuation of Dr. Gavin Heymann’s presentation on advances in orthodontics, updating the General Practitioner on what technologies and treatments currently exist in this field. Furthermore, Dr. Ed Sowell, will provide an excellent review of light curing systems and technologies that will be of vital interest to practitioners. Finally, our featured speaker, Dr. Denis Fasbinder, will provide an insightful look into the growing area of CAD/CAM systems and will highlight the various growing clinical applications. Get the facts based on research, not opinion and hope! This year’s 3rd Annual Dental Review program promises to be one of the very BEST EVER!

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES
At the completion of this activity, participants should be able to:
1. Describe chair-side CAD/CAM systems for in-office implementation as well as their advantages and limitations.
2. List the clinical applications for chairside CAD/CAM systems including restoration of natural teeth and dental implants.
3. Identify the ceramic materials used with digital techniques and relate the current scientific evidence for their clinical application and longevity.
4. Chronicle and differentiate among the many new ceramic systems and indicate the indications and advantages/disadvantages of each.
5. Describe the many new innovations in orthodontic treatment options along with novel technologies that are important to the General Dentist.
6. Identify the various types of light curing systems and the clinical considerations that are vital to optimal light curing.
7. Review the various types of cements that are available along with the clinical indications for each.
8. Identify the various approaches to vital bleaching and associate clinical considerations for optimal safety and success.

MEET THE SPEAKERS
Dr. Dennis Fasbinder is the Director of the Computerized Dentistry Program and a Clinical Professor in the Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics at the University of Michigan, School of Dentistry. He is board certified in General Dentistry by the American Board of General Dentistry. He also maintains a part-time private practice in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Dr. Fasbinder directs the Computerized Dentistry Unit that is dedicated to research and education on CAD/CAM dental systems. The CompDent Unit has been a leader in education and research with chairside CAD/CAM systems and digital impression systems since 1993 resulting in numerous publications. He also sits on the review boards for a number of refereed journals.

Dr. Gavin Heymann earned his DDS and MS degrees at the University of North Carolina. His areas of clinical interest include interdisciplinary treatment, use of temporary anchorage devices in orthodontics and applications of orthodontic dental materials. Dr. Heymann is an adjunct clinical assistant professor in the UNC Department of Orthodontics, and has lectured internationally to orthodontic and dental audiences alike. He maintains a private orthodontic practice in Chapel Hill and Durham, NC.

Dr. Taiseer Sulaiman earned his DDS and MS degrees at the UNC School of Dentistry. He is a Diplomate of the American Board of General Dentistry, a Fellow of the American College of Dentists, and a member of the Alpha Omicron Rho Dental Fraternity. Dr. Sulaiman is a life member of the American Academy of Biomaterials.

UNC FACULTY
Terry Donovan, DDS, Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Harald Heymann, DDS, MD, Thomas P. Human Distinguished Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Ande Ritten, DDS, MS, MBA, Professor and Chair, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Taiseer Sulaiman, BDS, PhD, Assistant Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Edward Swett, DDS, MA, Associate Dean for Education, UNC School of Dentistry

Sponsored by the Department of Operative Dentistry
University of North Carolina School of Dentistry

JUNE 16 - 18, 2016
Kingston Plantation
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The 33rd Annual Dental Review will be held at the beautiful Embassy Suites Resort at Kingston Plantation and should prove to be a GREAT UPDATE FOR THE GENERAL DENTIST. This year’s program promises to be one of the very few — and hype! This year’s 33rd Annual Dental Review will feature many NEW TOPICS of interest to the GP. The program will be highlighted by an excellent line-up of speakers including Dr. Dennis Fashinder, a noted expert in CAD/CAM and digital dentistry, is our featured speaker, as well as our guest speaker, Dr. Gavin Heymann, along with outstanding faculty from UNC.

Day 1 will be highlighted by Dr. Fashinder with an insightful look into the broadening field of digital dentistry and what new and exciting technologies mean for the contemporary practice of today. Dr. Fashinder is currently the Director of the Computed Dentistry Program and a Clinical Professor in the Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics, University of Michigan, School of Dentistry. Dr. Fashinder directs the Computed Dentistry Unit at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry that is dedicated to research and education on CAD/CAM dental systems.

The CompuDent Unit has been a leader in education and research with computerized systems and has a wide array of marketed systems available for hands-on, patient-care experience as a part of the educational program. Dr. Fashinder has been engaged in laboratory and clinical research with CAD/CAM systems since 1993. His research interests and endeavors have been in the areas of applied laboratory and clinical evaluation, and development of esthetic materials and techniques for CAD/CAM dental technology. He has presented many programs on Digital Dentistry and technology at numerous meetings and courses in North America and around the world.

Also a returning speaker on Day 1 is Dr. Gavin Heymann, Orthodontist, and Clinical Assistant Professor in the Department of Orthodontics at the UNC School of Dentistry. Dr. Heymann will review a wide array of new treatments and technologies in the area of orthodontics that will be of interest to the General Dentist.

Day 2 will begin with a superb presentation by Dr. Taiseer Sulaiman, (PhD in Biomaterials), who will review the many new ceramic systems available today. Dr. Sulaiman will compare and contrast these systems based on the latest scientific information and the various esthetic attributes that each of these systems exhibit. Additionally on Day 2, Dr. Terry Donovan will chronicle the various cementing systems that are available today and identify the clinical indications for each type of cement. Day 2 will end with an insightful 25-year retrospective view of vital bleaching by Dr. Harold Heymann, who will also highlight what we currently know about whitening systems.

Day 3 will kick off with a continuation of Dr. Gavin Heymann’s presentation on advancements in orthodontics, updating the General Practitioner on what technologies and treatments currently exist in this field. Usually, Dr. Ed Swift, will provide an excellent review of light curing systems and technologies that will be of vital interest to practitioners. Finally, our featured speaker, Dr. Dennis Fashinder, will provide an insightful look into the growing area of CAD/CAM systems and will highlight the various growing clinical applications. Get the facts based on research, not opinion and hype! This year’s 3rd Annual Dental Review program promises to be one of the very BEST EVER!

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES
At the completion of this activity, participants should be able to:
1. Describe chair side CAD/CAM systems for in-office implementation as well as their advantages and limitations.
2. List the clinical applications for chairsideCAD/CAM systems including restoration of natural teeth and dental implants.
3. Identify the ceramic materials used with digital techniques and relate the current scientific evidence for their clinical application and longevity.
4. Characterize and differentiate among the many new ceramic systems and indicate the indications and advantages/disadvantages of each.
5. Describe the many new innovations in orthodontic treatment options along with novel technologies that are important to the General Dentist.
6. Identify the various types of light curing systems and the clinical considerations that are vital to optimal light curing.
7. Review the various types of cements that are available along with the clinical indications for each.
8. Identify the various approaches to vital bleaching and describe associated clinical considerations for optimal safety and success.

MEET THE SPEAKERS
Dr. Dennis Fashinder is the Director of the Computed Dentistry Program and a Clinical Professor in the Department of Cariology, Restorative Sciences and Endodontics at the University of Michigan, School of Dentistry. He is board certified in General Dentistry by the American Board of General Dentistry. He maintains a part-time private practice in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Dr. Fashinder directs the Computed Dentistry Unit that is dedicated to research and education on CAD/CAM dental systems. The CompuDent Unit has been a leader in education and research with chairside CAD/CAM systems and digital impression systems since 1993 resulting in numerous publications. He also sits on the review boards for a number of refereed journals.

Dr. Gavin Heymann earned his DDS and MS degrees at the University of North Carolina. His areas of clinical interest include interdisciplinary treatment, use of temporary anchorage devices in orthodontics and applications of orthodontic dental materials. Dr. Heymann is an adjunct clinical assistant professor in the UNC Department of Orthodontics, and has lectured internationally to orthodontists and dental audiences alike. He maintains a private orthodontic practice in Chapel Hill and Durham, NC.

UNC FACULTY
Terry Donovan, DDS, Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Harald Heymann, DDS, MEd, Thomas P. Human Distinguished Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Andre Ritter, DDS, MS, MBA, Professor and Chair, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Taiseer Sulaiman, DDS, PhD, Assistant Professor, UNC Department of Operative Dentistry
Edward Swift, DDS, MS, Associate Dean for Education, UNC School of Dentistry
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JUNE 16 - 18, 2016
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A Hilton® and Embassy Suites’ Resort
Myrtle Beach, SC
Registration Program

Thursday, June 16
7:00 – 7:45 Registration, Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions
7:45 – 8:00 Dr. Harald Heymann - Introduction and Announcements
8:00 – 10:00 Dr. Gavin Heymann - “Advances in Orthodontics: An Update for the General Practitioner: Part I”
10:00 – 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion
FEATURED SPEAKER
10:30 – 12:15 Dr. Dennis Fashinder - "The Digital Evolution of Patient Treatment"
12:15 – 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Friday, June 17
6:30 AM Fun Run (T-Shirt included with participation)
7:00 – 8:00 Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions
8:00 – 10:00 Dr. Taiseer Sulaiman - "Artistic and Scientific Elements...The Essence of Modern-Day Ceramics"
10:00 – 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion
10:30 – 11:30 Dr. Terry Donovan - "Contemporary Dental Cements: An Update"
12:15 – 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Saturday, June 18
7:00 – 8:00 Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions
8:00 – 9:00 Dr. Gavin Heymann - "Advances in Orthodontics: An Update for the General Practitioner: Part II"
9:00 – 10:00 Dr. Edward Swift - "Contemporary Concepts of Light Curing"
10:00 – 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion
FEATURED SPEAKER
10:30 – 12:15 Dr. Dennis Fashinder - "Transform Your Practice With In-Office CAD/CAM Technology"
12:15 – 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Once you have registered for the course, be sure to make your room reservations. Two-room ocean view suites at the Kingston Plantation welcome you with comfort and convenience. Condominiums throughout the Plantation offer a spacious alternative in natural surroundings for even more privacy. One, two, and three-bedroom units and two- and three-bedroom villas are available. You will be reserved a block of units and villas that are available. Your room will be held until check-in on Wednesday, June 15 and departure on Sunday, June 19. Hotel suite rates are $240 (single or double), Woodview and Lakeview Villas are $329 (1 bedroom), $309 (2 bedroom) and $339 (3 bedroom), plus tax. We recommend that you make your reservation early. The Kingston Plantation Reservations Office at (800) 876-0010 or call Central Reservations at (800) EMBASSY. Please refer to the UNC School of Dental Annual Dental Review room block when making your reservations. Don’t be disappointed, book early. The room block will be released after Monday, May 23, 2016. Cancellations made less than 7 days prior to arrival will forfeit one night deposit. Hotel suite units only (sorry, no villas) include complimentary breakfast and afternoon cocktails. For more information on the Kingston Plantation, visit their web site at www.kingstonplantation.com.

Conflict of Interest:
In accordance with the ADA CERP Standard V, everyone involved in planning or presenting this educational activity will be required to disclose any relevant financial relationships with commercial interests and this information will be made available to participants at the start of the activity. As a continuing education provider, UNC School of Dentistry is responsible for ensuring that content, quality and scientific accuracy of all continuing dental education activities for which credit is provided. The School is also responsible for taking steps to protect against and/or disclose any conflict of interest of the faculty/instructors presenting those courses.

2 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER
Be sure to fill out all applicable information on the registration form. Upon completion, you may either:
Register by Mail
Send completed registration form with a check or money order made payable to UNC School of Dentistry to:
Attention: Registration Dental Continuing Education
Campus Box 7450
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450
Register online (only for the full 3 day conference)
To register per day or have any questions?
Direct your web browser to
www.dentistry.unc.edu/ce/cde

ADA STATEMENT:
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, veteran status, or disability.

Dental education institutions have an obligation to disseminate new knowledge related to dental practice. In so doing, some presentations may include controversial materials or commercial references. Sponsorship of a continuing education course by the University of North Carolina does not necessarily imply endorsement of a particular philosophy, procedure, or product by this institution.

The University of North Carolina School of Dentistry cautions continuing dental education participants that there is a potential risk of using limited knowledge when incorporating new techniques and procedures into the practice of dentistry, especially when the continuing education course has not provided supervised clinical experience and/or competency tests in the techniques or procedures.

By providing my information, I consent to receive communications via mail, email, fax, and phone from the University of North Carolina Continuing Dental Education office. The Continuing Dental Education office will not share your information with anyone.

ADA CERP Recognized Provider. The UNC School of Dentistry designates this activity for up to 12 hours of continuing education credit for attending the complete 3 day program. Up to 4 hours of continuing education credit per day, subject to regulation by individual state boards. This course will be held daily from 8:00 am to 12:30 pm. Your registration fee includes a continental breakfast each morning, course materials and CE credit. UNC CDE recommends that you do not make air travel arrangements prior to receiving a receipt of payment or confirmation. UNC CDE is not responsible for any travel-related costs. The complete 3-day course registration fees are $333 for Dentists and $295 for Team Members. You may attend on a daily basis for a fee of $200/day for Dentists and $110/day for Team Members.

Cancellation Policy
A registration refund, less a $50 fee, will be issued for cancellations received in writing to Wednesday, June 8, 2016. Cancellation requests must be received in writing via fax 919-537-3098 or email cde@dentistry.unc.edu. The cancellation request must include: the name of the activity, the name of the person registered, the name of the person requesting the cancellation, and the reason for the cancellation. No refunds will be issued after Wednesday, June 8, 2016. The UNC School of Dentistry Continuing Dental Education Program cannot be responsible for the refund of any part of the registration fee as a result of emergencies, unforeseen circumstances, or events beyond its control after the cancellation date. The University reserves the right to cancel or postpone any course due to unforeseen circumstances. In the event of cancellation or postponement, the University will fully refund registration fees but not responsible for any related costs or expenses to participants, including cancellation fees assessed by hotels, airlines, rental car or travel agencies.
33rd Annual Dental Review at Myrtle Beach, SC
Thursday-Saturday, June 16-18, 2016 • Registration Deadline: June 10, 2016

PLEASE duplicate form for each additional registration** Course Code: 16-OP-002

Registration Fee: $535

Single Day Rate: $200

Registration Fee: $200

Member Team $295

Single Day Rate: $110

$200

Saturday, June 18

7:00 - 8:00 Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions

8:00 - 9:00 Dr. Gavin Heymann - "Advances in Orthodontics: An Update for the General Practitioner: Part II"

9:00 - 10:00 Dr. Edward Swish - "Contemporary Concepts of Light Curing"

10:00 - 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion

FEATURED SPEAKER

10:30 - 12:15 Dr. Dennis Fashinder - "The Digital Evolution of Patient Treatment"

12:15 - 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Friday, June 17

6:30 AM Fun Run (T-shirt included with participation)

7:00 - 8:00 Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions

8:00 - 10:00 Dr. Taiseer Sulaiman - "Artistic and Scientific Elements: The Essence of Modern-Day Ceramics"

10:00 - 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion

10:30 - 11:30 Dr. Terry Donovan - "Contemporary Dental Cements: An Update"

11:30 - 12:15 Dr. Harald Heymann - "The Facts and Fallacies of Vital Bleaching: A 25 Year Retrospective View"

12:15 - 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Saturday, June 18

7:00 - 8:00 Continental Breakfast and Exhibitions

8:00 - 9:00 Dr. Gavin Heymann - "Advances in Orthodontics: An Update for the General Practitioner: Part II"

9:00 - 10:00 Dr. Edward Swish - "Contemporary Concepts of Light Curing"

10:00 - 10:30 Break, Exhibitions, and Discussion

FEATURED SPEAKER

10:30 - 12:15 Dr. Dennis Fashinder - "Transform Your Practice With In-Office CAD/CAM Technology"

12:15 - 12:30 Questions and Discussion

Once you have registered for the course, be sure to make your room reservations. Two room ocean view suites at the Kingston Plantation will be waiting for you with comfort and convenience. Condominiums throughout the Plantation offer a spacious alternative in natural surroundings for even more privacy. One, two, and three-bedroom units are available with a living area of 800 square feet. The fully-equipped kitchen includes a microwave, refrigerator, and kitchen sink. Free parking is available for each suite. All room rates are $200 (1 bedroom), $300 (2 bedroom) and $399 for a 3 bedroom suite. A king-size bed is included in each bedroom. The ocean view suite has a balcony with chairs and a table. All suites include a mini-refrigerator and coffee maker. Check-in on Wednesday, June 15 and departure on Sunday, June 19. All suites are non-smoking. Pets are welcome at $25 per night. The hotel will provide a pet crate free of charge.

Room rates also include a continental breakfast each morning. These rates are exclusive of any current state and local taxes. Should your stay be extended past the scheduled check-out time, the room will be held until 7:00 PM. A 3-day advance notice is requested if a guest is expecting to leave prior to the scheduled check-out time.

The UNC School of Dentistry Continuing Dental Education Program cannot be responsible for the refund of any part of the registration fee as a result of emergencies, unforeseen circumstances, or acts beyond its control after the cancellation date. The University reserves the right to cancel or postpone any course due to unforeseen circumstances, in the event of cancellation or postponement, the University will fully refund registration fees. However, the University is not responsible for any related costs or expenses to participants, including cancellation fees assessed by hotels, airlines, rental car or travel agencies.

Special dietary requirements will be honored whenever possible. Please be sure to notify us in writing of your special need no later than Friday, June 3, 2016.

Registration and Fees

The UNC School of Dentistry designates this activity for up to 12 hours of continuing education credits for attending the complete 3 day program. Up to 4 hours of continuing education credit per day, subject to regulation by individual state boards. This course will be held daily from 8:00 am to 12:30 PM. Your registration fee includes a continental breakfast each morning, course materials and CE credit. UNC CDE recommends that you do not make air travel arrangements prior to receiving a receipt of payment or confirmation. UNC CDE is not responsible for any travel-related costs. The complete 3-day course registration fees are $333 for Dentists and $299 for Team Members. You may attend on a daily basis for a fee of $200 per day for Dentists and $110 per day for Team Members.

For more information on the Kingston Plantation, visit their web site at www.kingstonplantation.com.

Conflict of Interest:

In accordance with the ADA CERP standard V, everyone involved in planning or presenting this educational activity will be required to disclose any relevant financial relationships with commercial interests and this information will be made available to participants at the start of the activity. As a continuing education provider, UNC School of Dentistry is responsible for ensuring the content, quality and scientific integrity of all continuing dental education activities for which credit is provided. The School is also responsible for taking steps to protect against and/or disclose any conflict of interest of the faculty/instructors presenting these courses.

2 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER

Be sure to fill out all applicable information on the registration form. Upon completion, you may either:

Register by Mail

Send completed registration form with a check or money order made payable to UNC School of Dentistry to:

Attention: Registration

Dental Continuing Education Program
Census Room 7450
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450

Register on-line (only for the full 3 day conference)

Direct your web browser to www.dentistry.unc.edu/ce/cde

Register per day or have any questions?

Please call us at (919) 537-3400 or E-mail us at cde@dentistry.unc.edu

Cancellation Policy

A registration refund, less a $50 fee, will be issued for cancellations received in writing by Wednesday, June 8, 2016. Cancellation requests must be received in writing either via fax 919-537-3089 or email cde@dentistry.unc.edu. The cancellation request must include the name of the activity, name of the person registered, name of the person requesting the cancellation, and the reason for the cancellation. No refunds will be issued after Wednesday, June 8, 2016. The UNC School of Dentistry Continuing Dental Education Program cannot be responsible for the refund of any part of the registration fee as a result of emergencies, unforeseen circumstances, or events beyond its control after the cancellation date. The University reserves the right to cancel or postpone any course due to unforeseen circumstances, in the event of cancellation or postponement, the University will fully refund registration fees. However, the University is not responsible for any related costs or expenses to participants, including cancellation fees assessed by hotels, airlines, rental car or travel agencies.

ADA STANDARDS:

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equity of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, veteran status, or disability.

Dental education institutions have an obligation to disseminate new knowledge related to dental practice. In so doing, some presentations may include controversial materials or commercial references. Sponsorship of a continuing education course by the University of North Carolina does not necessarily imply endorsement of a particular philosophy, procedure, or product by this institution.

The University of North Carolina School of Dentistry cautions continuing dental education participants that there is a potential risk of using limited knowledge when incorporating new techniques and procedures into the practice of dentistry, especially when the continuing education course has not provided supervised clinical experience and/or competency tests in the techniques or procedures.

By providing information, I consent to receive communications via email, mail, fax, and phone from the University of North Carolina Continuing Dental Education office. The Continuing Dental Education office will not share your information with anyone.

ADA STATEMENT:

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equity of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, veteran status, or disability.

Dental education institutions have an obligation to disseminate new knowledge related to dental practice. In so doing, some presentations may include controversial materials or commercial references. Sponsorship of a continuing education course by the University of North Carolina does not necessarily imply endorsement of a particular philosophy, procedure, or product by this institution.

The University of North Carolina School of Dentistry cautions continuing dental education participants that there is a potential risk of using limited knowledge when incorporating new techniques and procedures into the practice of dentistry, especially when the continuing education course has not provided supervised clinical experience and/or competency tests in the techniques or procedures.
Once you have registered for the course, be sure to make your room reservations. Two-room ocean view suites at the Kingston Plantation welcome you with comfort and convenience. Condominiums throughout the Plantation offer a spacious alternative in natural surroundings for even more privacy. One, two, and three-bedroom units are also available. All suites are reserved a block of suits and villas, and all suites are $535 (1 bedroom), $539 (2 bedrooms) and $539 (3 bedrooms), plus tax. We recommend that you make your reservation early. The Kingston Plantation Reservations Office (at 800-876-9010 or call Central Reservations at 888 EMBASSY). Please refer to the UNC School of Dental Annual Dental Review room block when making your reservations. Don’t be disappointed, book early. The room black will be released after the conference, May 23, 2016. Cancellations made less than 7 days prior to arrival will forfeit one night deposit. Hotel suite only (sorry, no villas) include complimentary breakfast and afternoon cocktails. For more information on the Kingston Plantation, visit their web site at www.kingstonplantation.com.

**Conflict of Interest**
In accordance with the ADA CERP Standard V, everyone involved in planning or presenting this educational activity will be required to disclose any relevant financial relationships with commercial interests and this information will be made available to participants at the start of the activity. As a continuing education provider, UNC School of Dentistry is responsible for ensuring the content, quality and scientific integrity of all continuing dental education activities for which credit is provided. The School is also responsible for taking steps to protect against and/or disclose any conflict of interest of the faculty/instructors presenting those courses.

**2 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER**
Be sure to fill out all applicable information on the registration form. Upon completion, you may either:

- **Register by Mail**
  Send completed registration form with a check or money order made payable to UNC School of Dentistry to:
  
  Attention: Registration
  Dental Continuing Education Program
  Campus Box 7450
  Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450

- **Register on-line (only for the full 3 day conference)**
  Direct your web browser to:
  www.dentistry.unc.edu/ce/cde

Register per day or have any questions?

- E-mail us at cde@dentistry.unc.edu
- Call 919-537-3400 or 800-991-5378

**Cancellation Policy**
A registration refund, less a $50 fee, will be issued for cancellations received in writing by Wednes-

At 6, June 8, 2016. Cancellation requests must be re-

ceived in writing via fax 919-537-3089 or email cde@dentistry.unc.edu. The cancellation request must include:

- The name of the activity, name of the person registering, name of the person requesting the cancellation, and the reason for the cancellation.
- A statement that the participant is not eligible for any future discount on this course.

Refunds will be issued after Wednesday, June 8, 2016. The UNC School of Dental Continuing Dental Education Program cannot be responsible for the refund of any part of the registration fee as a consequence of individual state boards of dentistry. This course is not approved for any continuing education credits by any state board of dentistry.

**ADA STATEMENT:**
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, veteran status, or disability.

Dental education institutions have an obligation to disseminate new knowledge related to dental practice. In so doing, some presentations may include controversial material or commercial references. Sponsorship of a continuing education course by the University of North Carolina does not necessarily imply endorsement of a particular philosophy, procedure, or product by this institution.

The University of North Carolina School of Dentistry cautions continuing dental education participants that there is a potential risk of using limited knowledge when incorporating new techniques and procedures into the practice of dentistry, especially when the continuing education course has not provided supervised clinical experience and/or competency tests in the techniques or procedures.

By providing my information, I consent to receive communications via email, fax, and phone from the University of North Carolina Continuing Dental Education office. The Continuing Dental Education office will not share your information with anyone.

Register on-line with a Credit Card at www.dentistry.unc.edu/ce/cde

**Please duplicate form for each additional registration**

Register by Mail
Send completed registration form with a check or money order made payable to UNC School of Dentistry to:

Attention: Registration
Dental Continuing Education Program
Campus Box 7450
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450

Register per day or have any questions?

- E-mail us at cde@dentistry.unc.edu
- Call 919-537-3400 or 800-991-5378

Cancellation Policy
A registration refund, less a $50 fee, will be issued for cancellations received in writing by Wednes-

At 6, June 8, 2016. Cancellation requests must be re-

ceived in writing via fax 919-537-3089 or email cde@dentistry.unc.edu. The cancellation request must include:

- The name of the activity, name of the person registering, name of the person requesting the cancellation, and the reason for the cancellation.
- A statement that the participant is not eligible for any future discount on this course.

Refunds will be issued after Wednesday, June 8, 2016. The UNC School of Dental Continuing Dental Education Program cannot be responsible for the refund of any part of the registration fee as a consequence of individual state boards of dentistry. This course is not approved for any continuing education credits by any state board of dentistry.

**ADA STATEMENT:**
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equality of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students, or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, veteran status, or disability.

Dental education institutions have an obligation to disseminate new knowledge related to dental practice. In so doing, some presentations may include controversial material or commercial references. Sponsorship of a continuing education course by the University of North Carolina does not necessarily imply endorsement of a particular philosophy, procedure, or product by this institution.

The University of North Carolina School of Dentistry cautions continuing dental education participants that there is a potential risk of using limited knowledge when incorporating new techniques and procedures into the practice of dentistry, especially when the continuing education course has not provided supervised clinical experience and/or competency tests in the techniques or procedures.

By providing my information, I consent to receive communications via email, fax, and phone from the University of North Carolina Continuing Dental Education office. The Continuing Dental Education office will not share your information with anyone.